NOTIFICATION

The following notification is being circulated in accordance with Article 10.4.

1. **Party to Agreement notifying:** NORWAY

2. **Agency responsible:** Norwegian Water Resources and Electricity Board

3. **Notified under Article 2.5.2 [x], 2.6.1 [], 7.3.2 [], 7.4.1 [], Other:**

4. **Products covered (CCCN where applicable, otherwise national tariff heading):**
   - Connecting devices (junction and/or tapping) for household and similar fixed electrical installations,
     - Part 1: General requirements;
     - Part 2-1: Particular requirements - Screwless terminals for copper conductors;
     - Part 2-201: Particular requirements - Surface mounting boxes, IP 20

5. **Title:** As above, with the national numbering: NEMKO 60./85 for Part 1, NEMKO 68-1/85 for Part 2 and NEMKO 61./85 for Part 2-201

6. **Description of content:** NEMKO 60./85 is identical to IEC publ. 685-1 except for a few national explanations and deviations, the most important being that the glow-wire test according to IEC publ. 695-2-1 is introduced, as the corresponding clause - 17 - (in 685-1) - Resistance to heat, fire and tracking was left "under consideration". The tracking test according to IEC publ. 112 is also introduced.

   NEMKO 68-1/85 is identical to IEC publ. 685-2-1 except for some minor national explanations/deviations.

   NEMKO 61./85 contains requirements for mounting boxes for surface mounting for normal household and similar use, in dry locations, for use with cables for surface installations with conductor areas ranging from 1.5 to 6 mm². No international standard exists for this item.

   NEMKO 68-1/85 or NEMKO 61./85 shall be used together with NEMKO 60./85.

7. **Objective and rationale:** Protection for safety to man and property. The documents replace partly or fully previous requirements for approximately the same purpose from 1973, from 1971 and from 1952 respectively.

8. **Relevant Documents:** IEC publications 685-1, 685-2-1, 695-2-1 and 112

9. **Proposed dates of adoption and entry into force:** Not yet decided

10. **Final date for comments:** 30 June 1985

11. **Texts available from:** National enquiry point [x] or address of other body:

    NEMKO
    Postboks 288 Blindern
    0314 Oslo 3
    Norway